Curiosity increases joy and participation in school and work, changes the brain to improve memory and learning, and leads to creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship.

RIMOSA is where kids and adults interact with hands-on, open-ended exhibits and each other, to see the world like scientists and artists do -- not only as it is, but as it could be.

We Kindle Curiosity

Museum
6,000 have visited our 4,500 sq. ft. space with 20 hands-on, open ended exhibits. It’s RI’s first and only STEAM center.

Outreach Programs
We offer 30+ hands-on programs through schools, libraries, and organizations of all kinds, in physical and virtual spaces, focusing on underserved communities

763 Westminster St., Providence, RI 02903 www.rimosa.org
Since 2009 RIMOSA has reached more than 46,000 kids, teens, and adults, kindling the curiosity that fosters critical thinking.

Your support has direct, immediate impact:

$120 = 6 hands-on distance learning kits
$200 = a 1-hour outreach class for 25 kids
$500 = 1 week, STEAM summer day camp for 2 kids
$1,000 = a private 3-hour visit to RIMOSA for 25

“\textit{I want to be a Disney engineer, so this was a blast because I got to be an engineer for the first time. I want to take this class next year! Reverse Engineering ROCKS!}”

– 10 and under female

Individual Donor Annual Levels:

\textbf{Spark: $500 - $1,000} includes one 4-person museum membership. \textit{Fair market value $100}

\textbf{Catalyst: $1,000 - $5,000} includes two 4-person memberships. \textit{Fair market value $200}

\textbf{Accelerator: $5,000+} Includes four 4-person memberships + two invitations to our annual dinner. \textit{Fair market value $200}

Annual supporters also receive name recognition on RIMOSA.org

For more information contact jmiller@rimosa.org or donate using the form here.